
DELUSIONS OF INTELLIGENCE

Enigma, Ultra, and the End of Secure Ciphers

In 1974, the British government admitted that its WWII secret intelligence
organization had read Germany’s ciphers on a massive scale. The intelligence
from these decrypts influenced on the Atlantic, the Eastern Front and Nor-
mandy. Why did the Germans never realize the Allies had so thoroughly pen-
etrated their communications? As German intelligence experts conducted
numerous internal investigations that all certified their ciphers’ security, the
Allies continued to break more ciphers and to plug their own communication
leaks. How were the Allies able to so thoroughly exploit Germany’s secret
messages? How did they keep their tremendous success a secret? What flaws
in Germany’s organization allowed this counterintelligence failure and how
can today’s organizations learn to avoid similar disasters?

This book, the first comparative study of WWII sigint (signals intelli-
gence), analyzes the characteristics that allowed the Allies sigint success and
that fostered the German blindness to Enigma’s compromise.

R. A. Ratcliff currently lives and consults in Silicon Valley. She has lectured
on cryptologic history at the National Security Agency’s intelligence school
and taught history at the University of San Francisco and University of Cal-
ifornia at Berkeley. She is the author of articles for Intelligence and National
Security and Crpytologia
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED

Admiralty British Royal Navy (the Marine generally used this
term)

Arlington Hall A former girl’s school that housed the main American
naval decryption effort near Washington, D.C.

B-Dienst The Marine observation (Beobachtung) service res-
ponsible for intercepting radio signals

Bombe Electromechanical deciphering machine first designed
by Polish cryptanalysts to discover the daily settings of
the Enigma

BP Bletchley Park, the primary location of GC&CS and
the cracking of Enigma

Colossus British-designed protocomputer used primarily to
crack the Geheimschreiber

cribs Known message texts or phrases used as possible solu-
tions for unknown texts

cryptology The development of codes and ciphers (cryptography)
and the cracking of the same (cryptanalysis); the study
of codes and ciphers

decrypt A signal that has been decrypted by the enemy
depths More than one message being encrypted at the same

or nearly the same setting; a breach of standard
security procedures and an excellent entry point for
cryptanalysts

D/F Direction Finding – the process of locating the source
of a (usually radio) signal through triangulation

discriminant A group of letters placed in front of the encrypted text
to indicate the setup used (e.g., the alignment of the

xi
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xii � Glossary of Terms Used

Enigma rotors) at the start of the message’s encipher-
ment and hence the degree of secrecy of the message
or to distinguish one type or section of traffic from
another

Enigma Commercial name, used by both Germans and
Allies, for the (portable) electromechanical encipher-
ing machine used by the branches of the German
Wehrmacht, SS, and railroads

Enigma M The Marine’s version of the Enigma machine
Fish British cover name for German radioteletype non-

Morse intercepts and ciphering machines, specifi-
cally the Siemens Geheimschreiber T-52 series (code-
named Sturgeon) and the Lorenz SZ 40/42 machines
(code-named Tunny)

Geheimschreiber Electromechanical enciphering machine used by the
Germans for messages sent by wire (i.e., nonradio)

Heer German Army
Huff/Duff High Frequency Direction Finding (D/F)
Inspk. 7 OKH/Inspektorate 7/VI, which included the Heer’s

cryptanalytic unit
Index A room-size index card catalog of crucial terms and

people mentioned in decrypted Enigma signals
indicator One or more letter or figure groups placed somewhere

in the message to indicate the key or subtractor used
intercept Radio signals “caught” by the enemy’s interceptors,

usually for location through D/F or for decryption
key The setting for a cipher (e.g., Enigma machine) in a

particular network for a specific period, commonly one
day (hence, daily key)

Luftwaffe German Air Force
Magic American code name for decrypts from Purple
Marine German Navy
Metox A German radar warning device
MI6 Military Intelligence department 6 – responsible for

external intelligence (comparable to the modern
CIA)

MND Marine Nachrichtendienst, the information service of
the German Navy
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Glossary of Terms Used � xiii

OKW Oberkommando der Wehrmacht (Wehrmacht high
command)

one-time pad A code based on sheets of substitutions to be used once
only. Highly secure

Purple American code name for the high-grade Japanese
diplomatic cipher machine used just before and dur-
ing the war

re-encodements Signals encrypted in more than one Enigma net
(repeats)

rotors The turning wired wheels inside electromechanical
cipher machines, such as Enigma, which created a
set of electrical paths and the machine’s enciphering
component

RSHA Reichssicherheit Haupt Amt (Primary Reich Secu-
rity Bureau), the Nazi government security and
intelligence agency that eventually absorbed the
Wehrmacht’s Abwehr

Shark Allied code name for the Enigma M used for U-boat
communications

Sigaba American high-grade electromechanical cipher
machine, more advanced than Enigma

sigint Signals intelligence or any intelligence from signals,
including D/F, Traffic Analysis, and decrypts

SLUs Special Liaison Units, the teams responsible for pro-
tecting and transmitting Ultra Intelligence to battle-
field commanders

TA Traffic Analysis, the tracking of signals, usually unde-
crypted, by origin, length, and number, and comparing
this information with past experience to project bomb-
ing raids, offensives, and retreats

TICOM Target Intelligence Committee, Anglo-American
teams sent into German territory around the end
of the war to gather documents and personnel
with information on intelligence, cryptology, and
technological developments

Triton German code name for the Enigma M used for U-boat
communications

Typex British electromechanical cipher machine, more
advanced than Enigma
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xiv � Glossary of Terms Used

Ultra Allied code name for intelligence derived from
Enigma decrypts

WAVES, The women’s auxiliary forces who assisted in cracking
Enigma, often running the BombesWRENS,

WAAFS
Walze Rotors in the German Enigma machines
Watch The group of people at BP staffing an eight-hour shift

of translating, typing, and analyzing Ultra
Wehrmacht German Armed Forces (i.e., Marine, Heer, Luftwaffe,

etc.; for most ex-officers, this term excludes the Nazi
military and paramilitary groups such as the SS and
Waffen SS)

X-B-Dienst Division of B-Dienst responsible for decryption of
enemy codes and ciphers
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